Anzo Fasteners

323NIC......$2.00Ea
Anzo Stud #7 X 5/8” Drive Nail
Nickel
323Blk......$2.00Ea
Black

14305NIC......$2.00Ea
Anzo Stud 3/4” Nail Nickel
14305Blk......$2.00Ea
Black

339......$2.00Ea
Anzo Stud With Prongs
Black
321......$2.00Ea
Anzo Stud #7 X 5/8”
Nickel

311......$1.25Ea
Anzo Socket, Nickel
331AN-NIC......$1.25Ea
Anzo Stud Nickel
331An-Blk.....$1.25Ea
Anzo Stud Black
331A......$1.25Ea
Anzo Eyelet, Nickel
301......$1.25Ea
Anzo Button, Nickel
302......$1.25Ea
Anzo Button, Nickel

Stock is always changing.
Many of these items are New Old Stock.
Please call to check for availability.

9.........$3.75/Pair
End Tip Drip Rails

SVWT........$1.25Ea
Sunvisor Welt Tip
SVWT-A.........$1.25Ea
1 Rectangle Tip

7181.........$1.50Ea
Welt Tip Nickel On Brass
7185.........$1.00Ea
Welt Tip Nickel On Brass
7323.........$6.00/Pair
End Tip Drip Rails Chrysler, Desoto
7211.........$1.25 Ea
Welt Tip Small Size